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Where did Roald Dahl get all of his wonderful ideas for stories? From his own life, of course! As
full of excitement and the unexpected as his world-famous, best-selling books, Roald Dahl's
tales of his own childhood are completely fascinating and fiendishly funny. Did you know that
Roald Dahl nearly lost his nose in a car accident? Or that he was once a chocolate candy tester
for Cadbury's? Have you heard about his involvement in the Great Mouse Plot of 1924? If not,
you don’t yet know all there is to know about Roald Dahl. Sure to captivate and delight you, the
boyhood antics of this master storyteller are not to be missed!

"This sequel to Ghosts of Manhattan pits the superhero protagonist against a mad scientist in an
action-packed story patterned after the pulp fiction novels of the mid-20th century. Fans of
steampunk and noir fantasy should enjoy this unassuming adventure."-Library JournalAbout the
AuthorGeorge Mann is the author of Ghosts of Manhattan, The Affinity Bridge, The Osiris Ritual,
and The Human Abstract, as well as numerous short stories, novellas, and an original Doctor
Who audiobook. He has edited a number of anthologies including The Solaris Book of New
Science Fiction and The Solaris Book of New Fantasy and a retrospective collection of classic
Sexton Blake stories, Sexton Blake, Detective. He lives near Grantham, UK, with his wife, son,
and daughter. You can follow him on Twitter at twitter.com/George_Mann.
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Timothy J. Bazzett, “Delightful, dark - and thoroughly enjoyable. I have never read any of Roald
Dahl's children's stories, but have always wanted to. His first memoir, BOY, is a very slight
volume, less than 200 pages, but it is full of perhaps the most delightful and whimsical vignettes
of childhood ever penned. While it is true there are some very shocking references to beatings
and "canings" which were apparently quite common in English public schools, administered by
both the masters and the older boys, the overall tone of the book is one of wonder and fond
reminiscing. This is particularly true when Dahl talks of his home life, which was obviously a very
loving albeit often unsupervised time, when boys could just be boys. Dahl's father, a very
successful businessman, died when Roald was very young, but his mother, a Norwegian
immigrant, kept her large blended family (6 children in all) very well, and stayed in Wales (then
England) to raise them all, as her husband would have wanted her to. What I found most
interesting in the book (although it was ALL absolutely wonderful) were the stories of young
Roald's experiences at various boarding schools. These things happened back in the 20s, and
yet many of these tales were so much like my own stories from one year in a Catholic seminary
(a boarding school) that I was astounded. For example, when he explains "Prep," which was the
same as what we called evening "study hall" at St Joe's in the late 50s."Every weekday evening
the whole school would sit for one hour in the Main Hall, between six and seven o'clock, to do
Prep. The Master on duty for the week would be in charge of Prep, which meant that he sat high
up on a dais at the top end of the hall and kept order ... The rules of Prep were simple but strict.
You were forbidden to look up from your work, and you were forbidden to talk ..."This simple
descriptive passage took me immediatley back to St Joe's Seminary in Grand Rapids when I
was just 13 or so, and sat at my study hall desk right next to my friend Tom Cassleman. We often
skirted these strict rules by raising the tops of our desks, ostensibly to get a book or pen, so we
could whisper to each other or pass notes, smirking and huffing silently to each other,
immensely pleased with ourselves at fooling the priest "master" up on the dais in the center of
the hall. Ah, yes, Mr Dahl got it right, even though he himself was a fearful little boy of only nine in
his tale, which took place in an English school over thirty years before. I could relate, as could
any St Joe's student from those years in the 1950s. As for the canings, they were gone by the
50s in American schools, but we could be sent to see the dreaded Dean of Discipline, Fr Leo, if
we were caught for any infractions of the rules. And I did hear rumors of a certain perhaps
predatory short Monsignor who invited the smaller boys into his rooms to "counsel" them.
Thankfully, since I was already over six feet tall, I never got the call. Another passage in Dahl's
story which I immediately felt a kinship with was the one where he talked of the propensity of
doctors and dentists in his day who never bothered with anesthetic when operating on
children."Pain was something we were expected to endure. Anaesthetics and pain-killing
injections were not much used in those days. Dentists, in particular, never bothered with
them ..."Yup, I had an old-school dentist, even in the 50s, who didn't believe in "wasting"



novocaine on kids. The prevailing theory was that kids didn't really feel pain. I remember crying
every time I got a filling, and I got a lot of them back in those pre-fluoride days. Dr Brown would
frown and tell me to "stop being such a baby." Bastard! Once again, Dahl understood and got it
right. If it isn't obvious yet, I loved this book. On to its sequel now, GOING SOLO. Watch for my
review of that soon. - Tim Bazzett, author of the Reed City Boy trilogy.”

Sai, “Nostalgia an amazing book that takes you to a different place a different time. Felt like I was
in grade school library again reading this with my 11 year old. It's a good bizarre intro to
expanding horizons of other cultures during different era's to this age group. Really fun to get him
into the story to forget about the actual reading. We took turns reading after videogames and
before bed so he didn't get burnt out and did a few chapters each night. His writing and reading
grades went up and that was his goal . B to A-”

N. Lowrie, “Lovely story of Dahl’s childhood memories.. My own boys and I are really enjoying
reading this together, especially after having just read Going Solo, which is actually the sequel to
Boy. We still read together every night even though they’re 13 and 17! We’ve got most of Dahl’s
books by the same editor, so it’s a perfect addition to our collection.”

Mary Theresa Dietz, “Great read from a great author!. This book is like having Roald Dahl
speaking to you, one on one, about his unusual and not always easy childhood. An easy, but
great read. I couldn't put this book down and now I'm reading the sequel, "Going Solo."”

R, “Great read.. Simply engaging and made me chuckle. Captured the essence of part of my
childhood too. Rich in feeling, emotion and adventure.”

AM Heaton-Ward, “Prepare to laugh.. Bought for a colleague as a joke: us Brits say boys and
girls... Americans don't like it.... My way of apologizing. That said: read this as a child. Am now a
professional and read lots of bios but this still is one of my favorites. It is laugh out loud funny (the
goat poo pipe still makes me giggle years later). It is also very human and so brings Roald Dahl
to life. It does what a bio should do: paint the person. In terms of literary critique: he builds his
characters extremely well and truly brings them to life. And the pace is bouncy. One I have
enjoyed re-reading.”

petra mailey, “BOY. Utterly absorbing from the first page. Totally accessible for both children and
adults with Dahl’s wonderfully clever use of the English language in its purest form”

Anglian Traveller, “Roald Dahl’s engaging autobiography volume one; the childhood years. This
is the first part of Roald Dahl’s autobiography, covering his childhood years from birth in 1916
until working for the Shell company from 1934-36 on the eve of his departure to Tanzania on a 3-
year posting (these years in Africa are detailed in the follow-up book, ‘Going Solo’).Much of the



book details his schooldays, including unhappy years as a boarder at a repressive prep school
in Weston super Mare and subsequent time at Repton, where he eventually became a
respected sports team ‘captain of fives’ and the squash team and the only-ever sports team
captain not made a prefect due to his rebellious, anti-establishment nature.Spliced in-between
the schoolday stories are tales of the family’s annual summer holiday expeditions to Norway to
live on remote idyllic islands for weeks at a time, a hair-raising first experience in a motor car
driven by his elder sister who crashed and injured young Roald so badly that his nose was
almost severed, and having his adenoids removed with a sharp knife and without anaesthetic by
a local doctor, after which he walked home (!) with his mother.Dahl is such an excellent writer
that he makes everything interesting. He deploys great economy of language and has an
engaging, conversational writing style. The book is basically highlights of the author’s first 20
years, including some highly traumatic incidents, always recounted with humour and great self-
awareness and decorated with Dahl’s own distinctive cartoon-sketches of some of the episodes.
It’s an easy read and you can finish the book in a few hours.You will also likely want to read the
follow-up book ‘Going Solo’ which details the author’s time working in Tanzania in the late 1930s,
training as a fighter pilot in the RAF and experience of combat in a Hurricane in the
Mediterranean theatre facing the numerically superior forces of the Luftwaffe.Highly
recommended.”

Mrs. N. J. Mcclymont, “Roald fan or not, this is a MUST read!. Such an interesting read, I am
Glued to the pages and will be buying part 2 as soon as I finish this!I have been a fan of Roald
Dahl all my life, I Love his stories and feel I shall be revisiting many of my old favourites Very
soon indeed, as well as exploring some that I haven't yet read.What a Wonderful autobiography
of a Wonderful man, with such a Loving family background and so intrigued by the world around
him, coupled by some extracts of letters written to his Mother throughout his life make for a
compelling read. Learning of his lust to travel and experience new countries from such a young
age, alongside his photography skills to capture what he finds along the way are truly
inspirational.I would highly recommend this book to everyone, fan of his or not, there will be
something in here to capture your interest and imagination.”

Tim H, “Excellent read. Fascinating childhood.. Liked discovering his Norwegian family history,
his experiences of public schools in UK and their terrible maltreatment of young children. He is
so observant of human nature. His descriptions of the staff and fellow pupils are so poignant.”

CloselyObservedEnglish, “A Classic Tale of Growing Up. I liked this better than I thought I would,
and it certainly offers insight into the life of this amazing writer!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Boy. Boy. Boy is this a book and a half. Well what can I say? It says what
it is...Boy. Well chosen design to sell that says; Boy... Blue. Please do not mix this up with Girl...



though girls will also enjoy this novella, please do not get me wrong. Many a time have I been in
THAT sweetshop... I will stop there before I set anyone out to any mischief and God forbid
anyone misses a game of a #wellknowngame #floss to go out and have fun.”

The book by Adam Grant has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,125 people have provided feedback.
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